
Ecorche in Action:  

Horse Anatomy
by Sharon Hoosein

An anatomy resource for artists for horse bones, 
joints, ligaments, muscles and how they work in 
motion



Deliverables:



Purpose:
An anatomy resource for artists for horse bones, joints, ligaments, muscles and how they 

work in motion

• Allows illustrators and 2D artists to view unusual angles. 
Color coding (impending feature) sorts muscles into  
visual groups, allowing for the graphical simplification 
useful for artists working with heavy stylization 

• 3D reference avoids oversimplifying dimensional forms 
into graphical shapes, which is useful for sculptors 

• Posed skeleton provides reference to accurate joint  
placement useful for riggers.  

• Isolated foreleg system and posed muscle ecorches show 
hose muscles change shape in motion, which is useful 
to both animators and riggers working on high end film/
games. App gives ability to zoom in and specify  
orthographic angles, thus providing more information 
than the Weta tech demo. 

• Bones, ligaments and muscles shown in app are  
thoroughly researched, can provide aesthetically pleasing 
reference for veternarians studying  horse myology (study 
of muscles), osteology (study of bones) and/or  
arthology(study of joints) 

• Conformation (ideal proportions/posture) based on the 
skeleton of Eclipse and muscles of Secretariat. Therefore 
this ecorche can provide racehorse conformation  
reference in 3D, not just a 2D chart.  Good conformation 
determines the economic value of a horse and increases 
the probability the horse will race better (though excep-
tions such as Cigar and Seabiscuit prove conformation is 
more pseudoscience). Useful for horse owners and horse 
enthusiasts 

• Project increases my personal growth in digital sculpting, 
rigging and horse anatomy
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Mobile App:
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Features:
Tap to specify angle to 
snap rotation to

Tap to lock/unlock axis

Tap to switch pose

Hold blue arrow to 
bring up more poses

Tap to turn color cod-
ing on/off

Tap to go to website for 
updates/downloads

Pinch screen to zoom

Swipe screen to rotate

Tap screen to pan



Standing Ecorche:
Muscles



Standing Ecorche:
Skeleton



Standing Ecorche:
Ligaments



Posed Ecorche:



Horse Rig:
Achievable Poses



Horse Rig:
Features:

• neck/tail FK/IK switching
• patella rotation
• hind leg IK
• simple toe controls
• head and lower jaw controls
• rib controls for breathing
• grazing control
• switch for bucking vs rearing
• accurately placed joints



Horse Rig:
Blockout Muscle Poses

Foreleg Animation:



Process Approach:
How I approached this project (in order):

Total time: 13 months, 7 month full crunch

1. Skeleton drawovers of actual horses, drawing bones on real life skeleton

2. Proposal Presentation

3. Sculpting generic horse skeleton

4. Midpoint Presentation

5. Skeleton proportion fixes according to generic horse proportion

6. Sculpting muscles traditionally on provided skeleton

7. Sculpitng generic horse ligaments

8. Sculpting generic horse muscles 

9. Rigging zremeshed skeleton

10. Foreleg rig with Maya Muscle system

11. Foreleg rig with blendshapes

12. Learning about breed differences

13. Thesis Paper

14. Resculpting the skull

15. Proportion fixes on skeleton

16. Proportion fixes on ligaments

17. Retopping the skeleton

18. Proportion fixes on muscles

19. Baking bone normal maps

20. Foreleg skeleton conformation fixes

21. Proportion fixes on muscles

22. Baking bone normal maps

23. Foreleg skeleton conformation fixes

24. Redoing the horse rig

25. Attempting to use proxy to skin muscles/ligaments

26. Conformation research

27. Redoing hind leg bones, ligaments, and muscles

28. Redoing rig hind legs

29. Skinning muscles/ligaments to rig

30. Posing rig

31. App development--minimum features

32. Sculpting posed rig

33. Final Presentation

34. PDF



Process: What Went Right

1. Bone sculpting workflow
Bones are organic forms that can easily because too complicated for organic and 
box modeling methods in Maya. Zbrush is great for detailing and making organic 
sculpts, but its tools for alignment and camera controls are very limited compared 
to Maya. Starting in Zbrush also has the risk of getting too detailed too fast, making 
proportion adjustments cause a lot of messiness that needs cleaned up.

I started in Maya, but I limited myself to only moving, 
rotating and scaling maya primitives. Without using 
Extrude, Insert Edge Loop, or any other modeling 
features, I was forced to simplify the complex organic 
forms of each bone into a cluster of basic shapes.  In 
Zbrush, I would use dynamesh to mush these shapes 
together, then sculpt to add detail and organic flow. 



Process: What Went Right

2. Muscle study on a correct armature

Not having to worry about mistakes in my own skeleton right 
away allowed me to focus on the forms of the muscles

Horse skeleton armature ©Matthew Buckner



Process: What Went Right

3. Rigging

 Originally I planned to team up with a rigger or use 
Zbrush transpose tools. Creating the rig was a solution 
that aligned with my goal of studying functional anatomy. 

 
 Having a anatomically correct rig allowed me to iterate 

more on the pose. This freedom allowed me to create a 
more appealing line of action while simplifying the pose I 
started with.

4. Scripting

 Because I am working with so many different parts, 
every small mistake was magnified by 200. Scripting 
helped me stay organized, reduce human error and 
speed up workflow.  
 
The scripts I wrote included: 

• Automated setup of allowing the main joint chain to 
switch between matching the FK and IK joint chains

• Match the keyframes of FK controllers to IK joints

• Additional renaming options for multiple selected 
objects

• Seperate and delete non deformer history on sym-
metrical muscles

• Simplifies cage creation process for creating normal 
maps



Process: Challenges
1. Lots of different pieces
 The main issue with lots of little pieces is 

the amount of grunt work becomes huge. 
At high polycounts, software crashes are 
frequent. 

 Lowering the polycount using ZRemesh and 
exporting takes a couple minutes on a single 
character. On an ecorche with 207 seperate 
pieces, the process takes most of the day.

 Retopologizing, UVing and backing normals 
for 75 bones takes half a week assuming UV 
seams were placed correctly the first time 
around. 

 

Essentially small, gruntwork steps taken for granted on a single character balloon into massive tasks. 
It took almost two months to get from the ecorche on the left to the ecorche on the right, 

which still has a couple issues I had to fix to get the final version.



Process: Challenges

 I solved the problem of needing to fix the silhouette of a multi-pieces mesh by duplicating the muscles and using dynamesh to make a single 
proxy mesh. This way I could adjust the proportions and silhouette without messing up sculpted detail on the finished muscles. 

 
 Then I inverted the normals of that mesh to create a shell I could realign the bones and muscles to. I took a screenshot in Photoshop to check my 

measurements.



Process: Challenges

 Lots of pieces means lots of vertices. Lots of vertices means lots of strange glitches. Below are just some examples: 

2. Bugs

3. Maya Muscle System does not preserve volume
 I learned that Maya’s muscle system is meant to create hidden volumes that cause a mesh to jiggle 

and bulge when animated. Since these muscles attach only at two points, they can’t precisely mim-
ic actual muscles that have fibrous attachments all along the surface of the bone: 



Improved Approach:

1. Skeleton drawovers of actual animal. Muscle studies on skeleton 

armature if available

2. Respond to feedback/critique

3. If there is a culture of enthuiasts around that specific animal like 

there is for horses, research what they think makes an ideal  

individual

4. Sculpt that animal.

5. Respond to feedback/critique

6. If within budget, buy a skeleton online (Skulls Unlimited is a great 

resource for this) and 3D scan it. Otherwise 3D scan what  

individual bones are within budget, ideally the skull (horse ribs 

can be found for $12 on Etsy)

7. Cleanup scans, sculpt bones that weren’t scanned using primitive 

blockout method

8. Align bones to animal sculpt

9. Sculpt ligaments

10. Rig the skeleton, using ligaments to help guide joint placement

11. Use rig to make angle adjustments to the skeleton

12. App Development--minimum features

13. Realign ligaments

14. Retop animal sculpt

15. Skin animal sculpt to rig

16.. Respond to feedback/critique

17. Create muscle sculpt

18. Isolated sytem rig (ex: foreleg rig)

19. Respond to feedback/critique

20. Use animal sculpt to transfer weights to muscles/ligaments

21. Poses 

22. Full app Mockup

23. Kickstarter preparation

Estimated time: 12 months with balanced lifestyle
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